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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a subsemigroup of a semigroup Q. We make the convention 
that if a E Q, then by writing up1 it is implicit that a lies in a subgroup of 
Q and has inverse a ~ ’ in this subgroup. The semigroup S is a left order in 
Q and Q is a semigroup of left quotients of S if every element of Q can be 
written as a ~ ‘b where a, b E S and in addition, every element of S satisfying 
a weak cancellation condition which we call square-cancellable, lies in a 
subgroup of Q. The notions of right order and semigroup of right quotients 
are defined dually; if S is both a left order and a right order in Q then S 
is an order in Q and Q is a semigroup of quotients of S. 
This concept of order was introduced by Fountain and Petrich in 
[ FPl 1. Considering completely O-simple semigroups as analogues of 
simple artinian rings, they characterise orders in completely O-simple semi- 
groups, thus obtaining a result which corresponds to Goldie’s celebrated 
theorem characterising orders in simple artinian rings. The notion of a 
semigroup of quotients has since been applied in other contexts than that 
of completely O-simple semigroups; moreover a number of examples have 
been found which support its claim to be natural (see, for example, 
CFP21 I
Many results to date in this area have been characterisations of left 
orders in semigroups in classes with a satisfactory structure theorem. 
Thus one obtains semigroups that are one step away from having a good 
structure theorem, in the sense that they are embedded in a fixed way in 
a semigroup whose structure is well known. 
A semigroup Q is an A?-semigroup if Green’s relation % is a congruence 
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on Q. With one exception [FG, GP], all semigroups of quotients 
considered have been regular #-semigroups. Let @? be a class of regular 
%-semigroups, for example, Clifford semigroups or bisimple inverse 
w-semigroups. The proof of a theorem characterising left orders in semi- 
groups in %? splits into two parts-one must show a set of conditions is 
both necessary and sufficient for a semigroup S to be left order in some 
semigroup in V. The necessity is usually much more straightforward than 
the sufficiency, which involves actually constructing a semigroup of left 
quotients Q of S and showing Q lies in 59. These proofs for various classes 
$9 differ widely in detail, depending on the nature of V, but they all adopt 
the approach of constructing Q from equivalence classes of ordered pairs 
of elements of S. 
This paper attempts a unifying approach by characterising left orders in 
regular X-semigroups. The construction part of this result is necessarily 
more complicated than in previous special cases, where the extra condi- 
tions (dependent on the class 55’) enable a simplification of the definition of 
multiplication of equivalence classes that we must use here. 
In Section 2 we give a number of definitions and preliminary results. 
Section 3 contains the central theorem of this paper, Theorem 3.1, which 
describes left orders in regular %-semigroups. We then offer an alternative 
set of conditions to that given in Theorem 3.1. 
The final section is concerned with stratified left orders, where a left 
order S in a regular X-semigroup Q is stratified if BQ n (S x S) = 9: and 
YQ n (S x S) = Yips*. We specialise the results of Sections 3 and 4 to the 
stratified case, and give an additional characterisation of stratified left 
orders. Further,. we show that if S is a stratified left order in Q then S is 
B*-simple (Y*-simple) if and only in Q is bisimple (simple). 
We remark that much of the work in, for example, [Gl] of [FP3], is 
involved in showing that if a semigroup is a (left) order in a semigroup in 
a certain class then it also has a “canonical” semigroup of (left) quotients 
in that class; we do not here attempt such considerations. In a subsequent 
paper, “Left orders in regular Z-semigroups, II,” we show how the results 
of this paper can be specialised to give characterisations of left orders and 
orders in various well-known clas.ses of regular X-semigroups. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume a basic knowledge of semigroup theory, such as may be 
found in [H, CP]. Where possible, we follow the notation and terminology 
of [H]. We deviate slightly in denoting by X, (rather than by X”), a 
relation X on a semigroup S, where we wish to emphasize that S is the 
semigroup in question. 
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Let Q be a semigroup. Recall that by Theorem II 2.5 of [H], if a E Q 
then a%u’ if and only if 4 is in a subgroup of Q. If aZu* then we denote 
the inverse of a in H, by a-‘. Thus u-l is the inverse of a in any subgroup 
to which a belongs, for any such subgroup is a subgroup of H,. As stated 
previously, by writing a- ’ it will be implicit that a lies in a subgroup of Q. 
The relation Y* is defined on a semigroup S by the rule that if a, b E S 
then &*b if and only if uYb in some oversemigroup of S. The relation 
B* is defined dually and we denote by X* the intersection of 9’* and BY*. 
The following alternative characterisation of 9* and 9* is taken 
from [F]. 
LEMMA 2.1 [F]. Let S be a semigroup and let a, be S. Then uY*b 
(&?*b) if and only if for all x, y E S’, 
ax = uy ifund only ifbx = by 
(xu = yu ifund only ifxb = yb). 
In view of Lemma 2.1 it is clear that 9* is a right congruence, 9I?* is a 
left congruence, and X* is an equivalence relation on any semigroup. If S 
is a regular semigroup then it is easily seen that dp* = 9, W* = 9, and 
&‘* = 2 on S. We use X* to define the notion of square-cancellability, 
mentioned in the Introduction. 
An element a of a semigroup S is square-cuncelluble if u%‘*u2. Thus a is 
square-cancellable if and only if for all x, y E S’, xu* = yu* implies that 
xu = yu, and a*x= u’y implies that ux=uy. We remark that if S is 
contained in a semigroup T and a E S lies in a subgroup of T, then as uXu* 
in T certainly a is square-cancellable in S. Hence square-cancellability is 
a necessary condition for an element of S to lie in a subgroup of an 
oversemigroup. If S is a left order in Q, then all such elements must lie in 
subgroups of Q. With the above notation the definition of left order may 
now be written in a more simple manner: let S be a subsemigroup of a 
semigroup Q. Then S is a left order in Q and Q is a semigroup of left 
quotients of S if 
(i) given q E Q, then q = u-lb, where a, b E S, 
(ii) for a E S, a%*u* in S if and only if aXa* in Q. 
Similarly, one may define the corresponding right and two-sided concepts. 
Let S be a left order in Q. From (i) any qE Q be written as q =a-lb 
wherea,b~S.Thenq=a~*ab=(a2)~‘ubandabQ’~aQ1=u2Q1.1fitcan 
always be arranged that q = c- ‘d for some c, d E S with &d in Q, then S 
is a straight left order in Q; straight right orders are defined dually. All the 
left orders we consider in this paper are straight, by virtue of the following 
result. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2 [G2]. Let Q he a regular 3Y-.semigroup. Then un)’ kfi 
order in Q is struight. 
If T is a subsemigroup of a group G then we recall that G is the group 
of left quotients of T if every element of G can be written as a ‘h where 
a, be T. Clearly this is equivalent to the statement that T is a left order in 
G. A semigroup T is right (feff ) recersihle if given any elements a, b of T 
there are elements c, d of T with ca=db, (ac= bd). If T is both left and 
right reversible, then T is reoersible. A classical result of Ore and Dubreil 
[CPJ states that a semigroup T has a group of left quotients if and only 
if T is right reversible and cancellative. 
Let S be a left order in a semigroup Q. Then S is I~KuI in Q if Sn H is 
a left order in H, for all group .X-classes H of Q. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [G2]. Ler S he a straight left order in a semigroup Q. 
Then S has non-ernptl, intersection with every #-class of Q and S is local 
in Q. 
Indeed, if S is a straight left order in Q and q = a - ‘b E Q where a, b E S 
and a9b in Q, then qX’b in Q. 
Let S be a left order in Q. Denote the relations YQ n (Sx S), 
&To n (S x S), and #Q n (S x S) by Y, W’, and X’. Clearly Y’ E 2?*, 
Xc 9*, and 2’~ .%?*. Further, 2” is a right congruence, 9’ a left 
congruence, and 2’ = 2” n W’ an equivalence. If ac S is square- 
cancellable then &?‘a2 in Q so that aWa2 in S. 
In view of the above remarks we define a suitable pair (Y’, 9’) for a 
semigroup S to be an ordered pair of equivalence relations on S such that 
9’~ Y*, 9’~ W*, Y’ is a right congruence, 9’ is a left congruence, and 
for any a E S, 
&‘*a2 if and only if a#“a’, 
where .V’= Y’n 9’. Clearly (U*, a*) is always a suitable pair. 
If (U’, 9’) is a suitable pair, we denote by L:, Ri, and Hb the Y-class, 
N-class, respectively X’-class of an element a of S. We remark here that 
throughout the paper we define conditions on a semigroup relating to a 
given suitable pair. For such a condition (X), we consistently omit the 
phrase “with respect to the given suitable pair (Y, 9’)” when writing, for 
example, “S satisfies condition (X) with respect to the given suitable pair 
(Y’, a?‘).” 
Later in the paper we shall consider a special class of left orders called 
strut$ed. A straight left order S in Q is stratified if Yo n (S x S) = 2’: and 
.%?o n (S x S) = 9,:. It is known [FPl ] that a semigroup can have non- 
isomorphic semigroups of left quotients. However, it is consequence of the 
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following theorem that a semigroup is a stratified left order in at most one 
semigroup. 
THEOREM 2.4 [G3]. Let S he a straight left order in semigroups P and 
Q such that 9’pn(SxS)=YQn(SxS) and BFn(SxS)=9?Qn(SxS). 
Then P is isomorphic to Q under an isomorphism whose restriction to S is the 
identity mapping. 
We use this to deduce 
PROWSITION 2.5. Let S be a straight Ieft order in a semigroup P and a 
straight right order in a semigroup Q such that 9p n (S x S) = .YQ n (S x S) 
and 9, n (S x S) = 9, n (S x S). Then P and Q are isomorphic semigroups 
of quotients of S, 
ProoJ It is useful to introduce the notation I: S+ Q to denote the 
embedding of S in Q. Let qE Q, so that q=l(d)r(c)-’ for some I(d), 
I(C) E z(S) with l(d)B(c) in Q. Thus, d9’c in P and c- ’ exists in P so that 
& ‘=a-’ b for some a, be S with aBb in P. Hence l(a)C%r(b) in Q and 
l(a) -’ exists in Q. Further, ad= bc in S so that l(a)t(d) = t(b)t(c) in Q. 
In P, bZa-‘b = dc -‘&‘d, giving l(b)&(d) in Q. Then l(d)l(c) ’ = 
I(a)-‘I(b)=q and so t(S) is a straight left order in Q, so that i(S) in an 
order in Q. Similarly, S is an order in P and Theorem 2.4 gives that P and 
Q are isomorphic. 
Finally in this section we give a straightforward result which we 
frequently use in this paper and its sequel. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let Q be a regular .%‘-semigroup and let S he a left 
order in Q. Then %‘I = XQ n (S x S) is a congruence on S and S/X” 2 Q/AC. 
Proof. Clearly &“’ is a congruence on S. Moreover, in view of Proposi- 
tions 2.2 and 2.3, S has non-empty intersection with every X-class of Q. 
Thus the restriction 5 to S of the natural homomorphism v: Q -+ Q/X is 
onto. As ker V = X”’ we have that S/X” 2 Q/X. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In the previous section we defined the notion of a suitable pair of 
equivalences (Y, 9’) for a semigroup S and remarked that if S is a left 
order in Q then (Yo n (S x S), W, n (Sx S)) is a suitable pair for S. 
We now give necessary and suhicient conditions on a suitable pair of 
equivalences (U’, 9’) for a semigroup S such that S is a left order in a 
regular X’-semigroup Q with 9’o n (S x S) = Y’ and .@o n (S x S) = $9’. 
481.141 I-? 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let S be a semigroup and let (9“, 9’) be a suitable pair 
for S. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is a left order in a regular X-semigroup Q such that 
~Qn(SxS)=Y, ~Qn(sxs)=B’; 
(ii) S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), and the left-right 
duals (C)‘, (D)‘, and (E)’ of(C), (D), and (E): 
(A) A?“’ is a congruence on S and S/Y?’ is regular, 
(B) tf a E S is square-cancellable, then HL is right reversible, 
(C) zf a, b, c E S, a is square-cancellable, a&bB?‘c and ab = ac, 
then b = c, 
(D) zf a, b E S are square-cancellable and aRb, then abWb, 
(E) tf a, b, c E S and a#abc, then a#ab. 
Prooj (i) =F- (ii). Certainly Xo n (S x S) = 9’ A 9’ = z?’ so by 
Proposition 2.6, &?’ is congruence on S and S/X’ z Q/2. But since Q is 
regular, so also is Q/2. Thus (A) holds. 
Let a~ S be square-cancellable. By definition of a suitable pair a#“a2 
and since X’ is a congruence on S this gives that H; is a subsemigroup. 
By Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 we have that S is local in Q and so 
HI, = H, n S is a left order in the group H,. Thus HL is right reversible. 
Suppose that u, b, c G S where a is square-cancellable, a9’bW’c and 
ab = ac. In Q, a9bBc and aA?‘e = a-la, giving a-‘ab = a-‘ac and so b = c. 
The dual argument gives that (C)’ is true. Now let a, b E S be square-can- 
cellable and such that aB’b. In Q, au-‘Rbbb’ so that aa’bb-’ = bbb’. 
But Z is a congruence on Q, whence ab&‘aa- ‘bb - ’ = bb - ‘%b. Thus 
abX”b so that (D), and dually (D)‘, hold. 
It remains to show that (E) and (E)’ are true for S. Let a, b, c E S and 
suppose that a@abc. Then agabc in Q, giving aQ = abcQ c abQ c aQ so 
that a9’ab in S. A similar argument proves that (E)’ holds. 
(ii) =z- (i). We proceed via a series of subsidiary lemmas. 
Let T = S/H and let 4: S 4 T be an onto homomorphism with kernel 
X’. The first step is to show that for any elements a, b E S, 
a.Yb in S if and only if 4(a)Y+(b) in T 
and 
&“b in S if and only if &a)W&b) in T. 
We begin by remarking that if a&“a* (that is, a is square-cancellable), then 
since X’ is a congruence on S it follows that Hi is a subsemigroup. Then 
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if b E Hb, b* E Hb, so that bZ’b2 and b is square-cancellable. Further, it is 
clear that an element 4(u) of T is idempotent if and only if u is square- 
cancellable. 
LEMMA 3.2. The relation 2 is trivial on T. Further, for any elements 
a, b E S, 
#(a)ZT4(b) implies that a&b 
and 
4(a)B,d(b) implies that a&b. 
Proof Let a, be S and suppose that &a)W,&b). Then either 
d(a)=$(b) so that aXP$b and certainly a%?ib, or there are elements 4(c), 
d(d) in T with #(a) =d(b)4(c) and #(b)=&a)b(d). Then aWbc and 
bx’ad so that as #’ is a congruence on S we have that a%‘adc and so 
by (E), aB’adB!‘b in S. Dually, if r$(a)9’&b) then aYsb. It follows 
immediately that T is X-trivial. 
We use Lemma 3.2 together with conditions (D) and (D)’ to show 
LEMMA 3.3. For any elements a, b of S, 
d(a) Y&b) if and only ifa&b 
and 
&(a)B!&(b) if and only tfa9&b. 
Proof. We give the argument for the relations W and W’, that for 9’ 
and 9’ being dual. Let a, b E S. In view of Lemma 3.2 we need only show 
that if a9ib then #(a)&‘&(b). Suppose therefore that a&b. Since T is 
regular, r$(a)B&(c) and d(b)g’,&d) for some idempotents #(c), #(d) of T. 
Hence using Lemma 3.2, c&d and so by (D), cdZ”,d. Now, &cd) = d(d) 
and so 
4(b)T=d(d)T=&c)d(d)TE&c)T=d(a)T. 
Similarly, #(a) Tc b(b) T so that #(a)&!&(b). 
Our aim is to construct a semigroup Q in which S is embedded as a left 
order with the required properties. In order to begin this process we need 
a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let b, c E S where c is square-cancellable. Then there are 
elements u, v of S with u square-cancellable and t&‘vX’bc such that 
ubc = UC’. 
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ProoJ: Let b and c be as given. Then cZ”‘c* and as Hi. is a sub- 
semigroup and 2’ is a congruence, bcX’bc3. Let 4(w) be an inverse of 
&bc) =@(bc3) in T. Then 4(bcw), #( w c are idempotents so that bcw b ) 
and wbc are square-cancellable. By (B), HbCW = Hj,,j, is right reversible. 
Thus there are elements U, u’ E Hb,%, with ubcw = u’bc3w and so 
ubc(wbc) = u’bc3(wbc). Certainly ubcX’v’bc3; further, Lemma 3.2 gives that 
wbcYbc. But ubc2’bcwbcY’bc and so ub&“wbc. From (C)’ we have 
that ubc = v’bc3. Put v = v’bc. Then ubc= UC* and u~‘v’bcwS?‘v’bc = 
vZ’bcwbcX”bc, using the fact that R is a left congruence. 
We now begin the construction of Q from S. Let 
C = {(a, 6) E S x S : a is square-cancellable, &‘b}. 
Note that since T is regular, T contains an idempotent and thus S contains 
a square-cancellable element, so that C # 0. 
Define a relation - on C by 
(a, b) - (c, d) o aS’c and 3h, kE Hi with ha* = kca, hb = kd. 
LEMMA 3.5. If a, b E S where a is square-cancellable and aS?‘b, (aYb), 
then abSb, (baX”b). 
Proof: In T, 4(a) is idempotent and d(a)W&b), (&a)2’4(b)), so that 
4(a)&b) = d(b), (@(b)#(a) =4(b)) and so ab&‘b, (baX’b). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf (a, b), (c, d) E C and (a, 6) - (c, d), then b&“d. 
Proof: By definition of -, a9’c and hb = kd for some h, k E Hb. Thus 
from Lemma 3.5, bX’hb = kd&“d. 
LEMMA 3.7. The relation ff is an equivalence relation on 2. 
ProoJ Given (a, b) E .Z, take h = k = a to give that (a, b) - (a, b). 
Suppose now that (a, b), (c, d) E Z: and (a, 6) - (c, d) so that a9?‘c and 
there exist h, ke HL with ha* = kca and hb = kd. Since g” c W* by 
assumption, &?*c so that hat = kc2. Condition (D) gives ucX’c&“c2 and 
so by (B) there exists u, u E H: with uac = UC’. Again using (D), uac&“hac 
so there exist s, t E H: with suac = that. Now 
svc* = suac = that = tkc’ 
and so as c’W*d, svd= tkd and as bW*ac, sub = thb. Then 
sub = thb = tkd = svd. 
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But ub$“b, vd#‘d and b%“dS?‘s so that (C) gives ub=vd. Thus - is 
symmetric. 
It remains to show that - is transitive. Suppose that (a, b), (c, d), 
(m, n) E Z and (a, b) N (c, d) and (c, d) - (m, n). Then a8bW’&‘dB’mB’n 
and there exist h, k E Hi, u, v E HL with 
ha2 = kca, hb=kd 
uc2 = vmc, ud = on. 
(1) 
First, use the right reversibility of HL to pick u’, v’ E H: with 
u’c’ = v’amc. (2) 
Now choose s, t E H: with 
su = tu’. (3) 
Equations (1) and (3) give that 
svmc = suc2 = tu’c’ = tv’amc 
and so as mcW*n, sun = tv’an. But also, 
tu’d = sud = sun = tv’an 
and tB’u’d9’v’an, using Lemma 3.5. Thus condition (C) gives 
u’d = v’an. 
Choose elements p, q # H: with 
pkc2 = qu’c’. 
From (1) and the fact that &*c we have 




Using (2h (51, and (61, 
phac = pkc’ = qu’c2 = qv’amc 
so that 
(ph)a2 = (qv’a)ma (7) 
and pkd = qu’d. This latter equation together with (1) and (4) gives 
(ph)b =p(hb) =p(kd) = qu’d= (qv’a)n. 
Further, ph%?a&“qv’a so that (a, b) - (m, n). 
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We now let Q=.Z/-, the set of --equivalence classes of C. We write 
[a, b] for [(a, 6)]. The next step is to show that a product may be defined 
on Q, under which Q becomes a semigroup. 
Let (a, b), (c, d) EC. We showed in Lemma 3.4 that there are elements 
U, II in S with u square-cancellable, such that z&?‘uX’bc and ubc = vc2. In 
T, #(u)B4(bc) and #(a)B4(b) so that 
4~) T= 4@M(c) TE 4(b) T= I(a) T. 
Thus +(a)$(~) = d(u), +(u)~(u)%?&u), and $(~a) is idempotent. Hence 
au~?‘z&?‘uu and so uuuX”u. But as HL is right reversible we can pick 
h, k E H: with hu = kuuu. 
In view of the above it is possible to define a multiplication on Q by 
Cc bl Cc, 4 = Ck kd, 
where u, v, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, uB?‘v%?bc, h, k E H:, and 
ubc = UC’, hu = kuuu. 





LEMMA 3.8. The given multiplication on Q is well-defined. 
Proof: Suppose that [a, b] = [s, t], [c, d] = [x,y] are elements of Q. 
Thus uB”bW’sB’t and there exist m, n E HL with 
mu2 = nsu, mb = nt. (8) 
Also, c%“d#xWy and there exist p, q E H: with 
PC2 = qxc, pd= w (9) 
Now [a, b] Cc, d] = [h, kvd] where u, a, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, 
uB’v&“bc, h, k E HI, and 
ubc = vc2, hu = kuuu. (10) 
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Further, [s, t] [x, y] = [e, fjy] where i, j, e, f E: S, i is square-cancellable, 
i%jFtx, e, f E 3Ea,!, and 
itx = jx*, ei = fisi. (11) 
We must show that (h, kud) - (e, 8~). From previous work we know 
that kvds’bd, fivWty, bX”‘t, and ds’y. Thus kvdsf’fjy since ;aE”’ is a 
congruence. Certainly then h%“kvdB?fiy4e’e. Because h, e are square- 
cancellable, ehX’h and so we can pick 8, 3/ E Hj, with 
Oh2 = $eh. (12) 
We remark that 0, $, h, k, and ZJ are all X’-related square-cancellable 
elements of S. 
In T, 
so that mu%‘u and we can pick p, v E Hk with 
pmu = vtlku2. (13) 
But auX’u so that az&*u, giving pmau = vekuau. From (8) we have 
maau = nsau and so mau = mu. Then 
pnsu = pmau = vekuau = vehu = v@eu, 
using (12). 
Certainly e, f, and i are all #‘-related and WtxW’tyZ”bdWkvdB’h so 
that e, A i, 8, II/, h, k, and u are all @-related square-cancellable elements 
of S. Now (11) gives that eu =fisu and so we obtain 
pnsu = VI&&~. (14) 
By a now familiar argument, su#‘u so that sz&‘tc and from (14), 
pntc = v*fitc. (15) 
From pmau = vekuau we have pmbc = vtlkubc and so 
vekubc = pmbc = pntc = v$fitc, 
using (8) and (15). Condition (C) gives that 
Bkubc = tj--tc. (16) 
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(17) 
At this point we use Lemma 3.4 to pick 5, p E S with 4 square-cancellable 
and 
&?Tj.M’dkvcpc 
such that @kvcpc=p(p~)~. But cpc~?‘c so that 
rekvc = ,upc. 
From Eqs. (lo), (11 ), and (16), 
%kvc2 = Bkubc = +fitc = $sjxc 
so that using (9), 
,uqxc = ,upc2 = @kvc2 = &jxc. 
But xcg’y and c2W’d so we obtain both pqy = fjjfiy and ,upd = #kvd. Thus 
&‘kvd= wd = cLw = bi?fi~> 
using (9). Now 
and 
@?Okvcpc~‘tlkvc?V0kvd 
so that condition (C) gives 
Okvd = @y. 
Together, (12) and (18) give that [h, kvd] = [e, jy], as required. 
(18) 
LEMMA 3.9. With the given multiplication, Q is a semigroup. 
Proof We need to show that the multiplication is associative. Let 
Ca, bl, Cc, 4, Ch, kl E Q. Put 
X= (La, blCc, dl)Ch, kl 
and 
Then 
Y= [a, bl( Cc, 4 Ch, kl). 
X= CA,, k,v,dlCh, kl, 
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where ul, ul, h 1, k, E S, u1 is square-cancellable, 




where u2, v2, h,, k, E S, u2 is square-cancellable, 
and 
u2i%‘v2Wklv1 dh, h,,k,M,, 
uzklvl dh = v2h2 
h2u2 = k2u2hlu2. 
Considering Y, we have that 
Y= [a, blCh,, bu&l, 
where u3, v3, h,, k, E S, uj is square-cancellable, 
u,W’v,iP dh, h,,k,W,, 
u3 dh = v,h2 
and 
h3u3 = k,u,cu3. 
Then 
Y= CL hv&Gl, 
where u4, v4, hq, k4e S, u4 is square-cancellable, 
u&‘v4Wbh3, hqr k4E H:, 













h4u4 = k,u4au4. (30) 
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We first show that k2u,kX”k,o,k,u3k. From the remarks before 
Lemma 3.8 we have 
k,v,k3EU’k,v, dk S’bdk ix?‘bk3v,k~‘k4v,k,v,k 
as required. 
Certainly then h,$$‘h, ; indeed all elements bearing a suftix 2 and 4 are 
&?-related. Thus there are elements 8, $ E H6 with 
0h; = *h,h2. (31) 
We must show that Bk,v,k = $k,v,k,v,k. 
We have that u,.B?*h, and so (31) gives 
Oh, u2 = $h,u, (32) 
and from uq%?*u2 and (30) we have 
h,u, = k,u,au,. (33) 
Using (24), (32), and (33), we have 
tlk2u2hlu2 = Oh,u, = $h,u,= $k,w,au,. (34) 
Considering (22) and applying the homomorphism 4: S + T, we obtain 
$(UdT=W,ul dh)TcW,)T=4(u,)T 
and so u1u2Y’u2, which together with (21) yields 
h,u2=klulau2. (35) 
From (33) and (35) it follows that 
tlk,u2k,u,au,=Il/k,u,au,. (36) 
Now auIWuI so that auz~‘au,u,~‘u,u,~‘u,~“bh,. Then (36) gives 
that 
8k,u,k,ulbh, = $k+,bh,. 
Using (27) and (29) one obtains 
Bk,u,k,u,bh,=*k,vqh:=*k4uqk3u~ch~. 
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and this with (20) yields 
Ok, u2 k, u1 c2h3 = Ii/k, v4 k3 ug c*h,. 
But c2h3&“h,W’ dh so that from (39) we have 
f3k2u2kIv1 dh = tjk,v,k,u, dh 
which with (22) and (24) gives 
Bk2v2h2 = $k4v,k,v3h2 
and as h2@k we obtain finally that 
(39) 
Bk,v,k = IC/k,v,k3v,k. 
The semigroup Q constructed as above is the semigroup of left quotients 
of S for which we are aiming. 
LEMMA 3.10. Zf [a, b] E Q and xB”a where x is square-cancellable, then 
(xa, xb) EC and [a, b] = [xa, xb]. 
Proof. Let a, b, x be as given. Since xa%‘a and xbx’b, certainly 
(xa, xb) E C. The subsemigroup Z-Z: is right reversible and so we can choose 
h, k E Hh with ha2 = kxa*; but a2W*b so that hb = kxb as required. 
The next step is to show that S can be embedded in Q. Let c E S and let 
b(x) be an inverse in T of 4(c). Then 
d(c) = qqcxc) %!~(cx) = qqcx)2 
in T and so cx is square-cancellable and cx%“cxcX”c in S. Thus 
(cx, cxc) E C. Suppose now that y E S, cy is square-cancellable and cyW’c. 
Then cycP&cy so that (cy, cyc) E 2 and as cxB’cy .there are elements 
h, k E HLX with hcxcx = kcycx. Multiplying on the right by c and using 
cxcX’c gives hcxc = kcyc and so (cx, cxc) - (cy, cyc). So we have a (well- 
defined) function 8: S + Q given by 
e(c) = [cx, cxc], 
where x E S, cx is square-cancellable and cxs1)‘c. 
LEMMA 3.11. The function 8 is an embedding. 
Proof. Suppose that c, dE S and t?(c) = O(d). Then [cx, cxc] = 
[dy, dyd] where x, y E S, cx and dy are square-cancellable, and cx%?‘c, 
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dy B’d. By definition of - one has that cxLZ2’ dy and there are elements 
h, k E Hi., with 
and 
hcxcx = kdycx 
hcxc = kdyd. 
Putting these equations together gives that 
k dy dx = kdycx. 
We know that c%‘cxc, dz’dyd, and cxc%‘dyd, so that cZ”d. Thus 
dydx X’cxX’ dycxx’k; condition (C) then yields 
dydx = dycx. 
But dx ~‘cx&? dy and so again using condition (C), dx = cx. 
Now cs’cxc so that in T, #(c)~‘~(xc) and $(xc) = I’. Thus in S, 
CYXC and xc is square-cancellable. Hence from dxc = cxc and condition 
(C)‘, we have that c = d and so 0 is one to one. 
It remains to show that 0 is a homomorphism. Again, let c, de S 
and choose x, y E S with cxg’c, dy 9t’d such that cx and dy are square- 
cancellable. Then 0(c) = [cx, cxc] and B(d) = [dy, dyd] so that 
O(c)O(d) = [h, kvdyd], 
where u, v, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, 
ui%%~‘cxcdy, h,keH: 
and 
ucxcdy = vdydy, hu = kucxu. (40) 
Choose ZE S with cdz square-cancellable and cdz @cd, so that 
O(cd) = [cdz, cdzcd]. Then 
kvdyd#‘cxcdydX’cdW cdzcd 
and so there are elements p, 4 E Hi with 
ph2 = qcdzh. 
But z&*h so that h2 = kucxh and h9*cd so that pkucxh= qcdzh gives 
pkucxcd = qcdzcd. From (40) we have that ucxcd= vdyd so that 
pkvdyd= qcdzcd and B(c)O(d) = &cd). 
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Where convenient we shall identify an element s of S with its image O(s) 
in Q. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let [a, b] E Q and suppose that x E S is square-cancellable. 
(i) rf xWb then [x, x] [a, b] = [a, b]. 
(ii) If xYb then [a, b J[x, x] = [a, b]. 
Proof. (i) By definition of multiplication, 
CT xlCa, bl= Ck kubl, 
where u, v, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, h, k E H:, uXv%‘xa, uxa = va2, 
and hu = kuxu. Now a@x so xaWa#h and there are elements p, q E HI, 
with pa2 = qha. Thus pa2 = qkuxa = qkoa2 and so pb = qkvb as required. 
(ii) Again by definition of multiplication we have that 
Ca, bl Cx, xl = Ch, kvxl, 
where u, v, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, h, k E H:, &YvWbx, ubx = vx2, 
and hu = kuau. Now by Lemma 3.5, bxZ”‘b so that a92’bXh and there 
are elements p, q E Hb with pa2 = qha. Then pa2 = gkua’ so that 
pbx = qkubx = qkvx2. But pbWb, qkvx%‘qbxXqbWb and so using 
condition (C)’ we have that pb = qkux. 
LEMMA 3.13. Every square-cancellable element of S lies in a subgroup of 
Q. Moreover, if a E S is square-cancellable, then O(a) = [a, a2], the inverse of 
a in HOW is [a’, a] and the identity of HBCa, is [a, a]. Further, if b#‘a then 
[a, a] = [b, b] so that B(b)XO(a) in Q. 
Proof Let a ES be square-cancellable. Certainly [b, c] E Q for all 
b, c E Hh. By definition, O(a) = [a2, a’] so Lemma 3.12 gives that O(a) = 
[a, a’l. 
Let 6, c, de Hb and consider the product [b, c][c, b], which is given by 
[b, c][c, b] = [h, kub], 
where u, v, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, h, k E H:, uRvWc2, uc2 = UC’, 
and hu= kubu. Thus hu= kvbu. Since hW’a there are elements 
p, qE Hh = H& with pd2 =qhd, so that pd2 = qkvbd. But pdW d and 
qkvb3” dcbs’d, giving by (C)’ that pd= qkub. Thus 
Cb, cl Cc, bl = Cd, 4. 
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Further, we have from Lemma 3.12 that 
Cd, 4 Lb, cl = Cf% cl = [Ib, cl cu! 4 
The lemma now follows easily. 
LEMMA 3.14. Zf [a, b] E Q then [a, b] =a-‘b. 
Proof. If [a, b] E Q then (I is square-cancellable and so by Lemma 3.13, 
a has inverse [a’, a] in a subgroup of Q. The image of b under 0 in Q is 
[bx, bxb] where x E S, bx is square-cancellable, and bx%?‘b. We wish to 
show that [a, b] = [a*, a] [bx, bxb]. 
By definition of multiplication, 
[a*, u][bx, bxb] = [h, kvbxb], 
where u, v, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, h, k E H:, uB’vX”‘ubx, and 
uubx = vbxbx, hu = kua2u. 
We know that kvbxb%“ubxbX’ubWb so that hRa and there are 
elements p, q E Hb with pa2 = qhu. 
Thus pa* = qkuu3 and as u2B?‘bW’bx, one has pbx = qkuabx = qkvbxbx, 
from which it follows that pb = qkvbxb. 
COROLLARY 3.15. The semigroup S is a left order in Q. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let be S and let XE S be such that d(x) is an inverse of 
d(b) in T. Then [xb, x] is an inverse of 8(b) = [bx, bxb] in Q. Further, 
[bx, bxb] [xb, x] = [bx, bx] and [xb, x] [bx, bxb] = [xb, xb]. 
ProoJ In T, 4(b) = 4(bxb) and certainly bx, xb are square-cancellable, 
bW’bx, bY’xb, and 8(b) = [bx, bxb]. Further, d(x) = b(xbx) so that xbWx, 
xYbx, and [xb, x] E Q. 
Now 
‘[bx, bxb][xb, x] = [h, kvx], 
where u, v, h, k E S, u is square-cancellable, u@vti’bxbxb, h, k E H:, and 
ubxbxb = vxbxb, hu = kubxu. 
We have kvx%‘bxbxWbx and so there are elements p, q E H6, with 
pbxbx = qhbx. 
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Thus pbxbx = qkubxbx = qkvxbx since xWxbx. This gives pbxb = qkvxb 
and then pbx = qkvx and so [bx, bxb][xb, x] = [bx, bx]. 
For the other calculation, we have 
[xb, x][bx, bxb] = [h’, k’v’bxb], 
where u’, VI, h’, k’ E S, u’ is square-cancellable, u’@v’&“xbx, h’, k’ E H:., 
and 
u’xbx = v’bxbx, h’u’ = k’u’xbu’. 
Now k’v’bxbWxbxb%‘xb so that h’#xb and there are elements 
p’, q’ E Hkb with 
p’xbxb = q’h’xb. 
Thus p’xbxb = q’k’u’xbxb = q’k’v’bxbxb, giving p’xb = q’k’v’bxb and so 
[xb, x][bx, bxb] = [xb, xb]. 
Further, [bx, bxb] [xb, x] [bx, bxb] = [bx, bx] [bx, bxb] = [bx, bxb], 
by Lemma 3.12. Again using that lemma, we have [xb, x][bx, bxb][xb, xl 
= [xb, x] [bx, bx] = [xb, x]. 
LEMMA 3.17. The semigroup Q is regular. 
Proof Let [a, b] E Q. By Lemma 3.14, [a, b] = a-lb. Let x E S be such 
that b(x) is an inverse of (b(b) in T. By Lemma 3.16, [xb, x] = b’ is an 
inverse of b in Q. Now bb’ = [bx, bx] where bx#bW’a so that by 
Lemma 3.12, bb’a = a. Then a-‘bb’aa-‘b = a-‘aa-lb= a-lb so that [a, b] 
is a regular element. 
LEMMA 3.18. For any a, b E S, 
a&b if and only if a%& b. 
Proof. Suppose first that a, be S and a%‘b in Q. That is to say, 
O(a)WB(b) in Q where O(a) = [ax, axa], 8(b) = [by, byb] for some x, y E S 
with ax, by square-cancellable, axg’a, and byW’b. Since Q is regular, 
there are elements [c, d], [h, k] E Q with [ax, axa] = [by, byb][c, d] and 




so that &a)a&b) in T, giving &?‘b in S. A similar argument shows that 
if &‘i”b in Q then aYb in S. 
Now consider a, b E S where u9;b. Choose x, y E S such that d(x), 4(v) 
are inverses of &a), $(b) in T, respectively, so that O(u) = [ax, uxu] and 
B(b) = [by, byb]. Then 
e(u)ae(u)[xu, x] = [ax, ax] 
and 
We have that ux&“aB?‘b9?‘by so that by Lemma 3.12, [ax, ax][by, by] = 
[by, @I and Cb, bvlC ax, ax] = [ax, ax], giving 
~(a)%~ axI WC& bvM’@b) 
as required. A similar argument for 9 completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.19. The semigroup S is a straight left order in Q. 
Proof: Let [a, b] E Q. By Lemma 3.14, [a, b] = u-lb where &?‘b in S. 
By Lemma 3.18, &b in Q so that S is straight in Q. 
Finally, we must show that &’ is a congruence on Q. 
LEMMA 3.20. Green’s relation H is a congruence on Q. 
Proof Let q, = u-lo, q2 = u-lb, and q3 = c-‘d be elements of Q, where 
u, v, a, b, c, dE S and r&Vu, u@b, cg’d, in S. From Proposition 2.3, q1 %v, 
q2Xb and qj %‘d in Q. Suppose that q2XQq3 so that b.Xd in Q. 
Certainly qlWQlq3. Since a is square-cancellable, uX’u3 so that 
vu&“va3, giving vuZva3 in Q. Thus va-‘= vua-2LZ’va3a-2=va in Q. 
Similarly, UC- ‘.%c in Q. 
Now u-‘va-‘bYQua-‘bYQvab; but in S, ub&?‘bX’dX’ cd so that 
vubX$vcd and so vab#vcd in Q. Then 
u-‘vu-‘bZQvc d-rpo UC-’ d9&-‘vc-‘d, 
that is, q, qtL$,q, q3 and Z is a left congruence on Q. 
We have q2q,YQq3ql and so must show that q2q,k%$q3q1. Certainly 
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abvWbv and cdv 8’ do in S, giving abvxbv and cdv X dv in Q. Further, 
bX’d in S so that bvW dv in S and bv% dv in Q. Now 
a-‘bu-‘via-‘bv~a-‘abv = bv.# dv = c-‘c dv Bc-’ dv 9c-’ du’v 
in Q, so that q2ql&?q3ql and the lemma is complete. 
4. ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONS 
The object of this section is to give several alternative descriptions of left 
orders in regular X-semigroups. These characterisations will be par- 
ticularly useful in the sequel to this paper, where we apply Theorem 3.1 to 
describe left orders in various well-known classes of semigroups. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a semigroup and let (Y’, 92’) be a suitable pair 
for S. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), (C)‘, (D)‘, and (E)‘; 
(ii) S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C) and (C)‘, moreover, any onto 
homomorphism 4: S + S/W = T with ker 4 = X’ is such that for any 
a, b E S, 
and 
a2”b in S if and only if #(a)U#(b) in T 
a9’b in S if and only if#(a)%!4(b) in T; 
(iii) S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), and (C)‘, moreover, the 
natural homomorphism p: S + S/Z’ = T is such that for any a, b E S, 
aYb in S if and only ifp(a)Yp(b) in T 
and 
aB”b in S tf an only zf p(a)Bp(b) in T. 
Proof. (i) =z- (ii). This is Lemma 3.3 in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) * (iii). This is clear. 
(iii) * (i). We must show that conditions (D), (D)‘, (E), and (E) 
for S. 
’ hold 
Let a, b E S be W’-related and square-cancellable. In T, p(a)Wp(b 
p(a), p(b) are idempotent. Thus p(ab) = p(a)p(b) = p(b) and abs’b. 
) and 
481/141/l-3 
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If a, b, CE S and a%?‘abc then in T, p(u)Wp(ubc) and it follows that 
p(a)92p(ub) in T. Thus aB’ab in S. 
The proofs for (D)’ and (E)’ are dual. 
5. THE STRATIFIED CASE 
As remarked in Section 2, (Y*, 9!*) is always a suitable pair for a semi- 
group S. We recall that if S is a straight left order in semigroup Q then S 
is struttj2ed in Q if 5$ n (S x S) = 9,* and &!& n (S x S) = Wf . 
Stratified left orders appear naturally in the study of semigroups of 
quotients. It is known that in some classes, for example, the class of 
absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroups, any left order is stratified 
[G4]. On the other hand some classes % have the property that if S is a 
left order in some Q E V then it is a stratified left order in some PE 59; 
Clifford semigroups are one such class [Gl]. 
Here we specialise Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 to characterise semigroups 
which are stratified left orders in regular .X-semigroups. In addition we 
give a further set of conditions equivalent to those of these theorems in the 
case (Y, 9’) = (Y*, a*). 
THEOREM 5.1. The following conditions are equivalent for a semigroup S: 
(i) S is a stratified left order in a regular X-semigroup; 
(ii) S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D), (C)‘, and (D)‘; 
(iii) S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), and (C)‘, moreover any onto 
homomorphism 4: S + S/X* = T with ker 4 = Y?* is such that for any 
a, b E S, 
uY*b in S ifund only zfd(u)Y$(b) in T 
and 
aB*b in S tfund o&y zf d(u)W&b) in r 
(iv) S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (F), and the left-right dual (F) 
of (0 
(F) if a, b, c E S where ub = UC, a is square-cancelluble, b = b’u’, 
c = c’v’ for some b’, c’ E S with &*b’W*c’ and u’, v’ E S’, then b = c. 
Proof (i) + (ii). This is immediate from Theorem 3.1. 
(ii)=>(iii). We show that S satisfies conditions (E) and (E)‘. Let 
a, b, c E S where &?*abc. Then &?ubc is some oversemigroup U of S so 
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that a&b in U and &*ab in S. Dually, (E)’ holds for S. The implication 
now follows directly from Theorem 4.1. 
(iii) + (iv). Let a, b, c, b’, u’, c’ and V’ be given as in condition (F). Let 
$: S+ T be an onto homomorphism with ker 4 =X*. Then in T, 
d(b)Ts$(u)T and d(c)T~b(u)T so that as d(u) is idempotent, 
bX*ub = ac&‘*c. Let WE S be such that d(w) is idempotent and 
$(w)B#(b) =4(c) in T. It follows that wa is square-cancellable and 
waB*bB*c in S. But wab = wuc so by condition (C) we have that b= c. 
The dual argument shows that (F)’ holds. 
(iv) =. (ii). Conditions (C) and (C)’ follow immediately from (F) and 
(F)‘. 
Let a, b E S be square-cancellable and suppose that &?*b. Certainly 
abR*a*%‘*uB*b; we must show that ubY*b. So let x, y E S’ be such that 
abx = uby. By condition (F), bx = by. Clearly, if x, y E S’ and bx = by then 
ubx=uby, so that bY*ub and (D) holds, dually, so does (D)‘. 
(iii) =z. (i). By Th eorem 4.1, S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D), 
(E), (C)‘, (D)‘, and (E)‘. By Theorem 3.1, S is a left order in a regular 
X-semigroup Q such that 9Q n (Sx S)= Yz, .9&n (Sx S)= 92:. By 
Proposition 2.2, S is straight left order in Q and thus by definition is 
stratified. 
The relation 9* on a semigroup S is defined to be the join 9* v 9* of 
the equivalences 9* and 9?* in the lattice of equivalence relations on S. 
Unlike the corresponding situation for $9, it is not true in general that 
9* = gel* o W* = 9* 0 Y*. However, if S is a stratified left order in some 
semigroup Q, then in view of Proposition 2.3 it is easy to see that 
9*08*=$?*0dp* on S, so that 9*=9*0W*. We shall say that a 
semigroup is 9*-simple if it is a single 9*-class. 
A left (right)*-ideal of a semigroup S is a left (right) ideal I of S such 
that Lz c I(R,* G I) for all a E: I. A subset Z of S is a *-ideal if it is both a 
left *-ideal and a right *-ideal. From Lemma 1.6 of [F], the intersection of 
an arbitrary family of *-ideals (left *-ideals, right *-ideals) is either empty 
or is a *-ideal (left *-ideal, right *-ideal). Thus given any element a of a 
semigroup S, the intersection of all the *-ideals (left *-ideals, right *-ideals) 
containing a is a *-ideal (left *-ideal, right *-ideal) containing a, denoted 
by ,Z*(u)(L*(u), R*(u)). Then J*(u)(L*(a), R*(a)) is the principal *-ideal 
(principal left *-ideal, principal right *-ideal) generated by a. 
By definition, two elements a, b of a semigroup S are 3 - (U-, &?- ) 
related if and only if they generate the same principal (left, right) ideals. 
A similar result is true of the relations Yip*, .%*. To be precise, it is shown 
in [F] that for any elements a, b of a semigroup S, ag*b(a%!*b) if and 
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only if L*(a) = L*(6), (R*(a) = R*(b)). This provides the motivation for 
defining the equivalence relation y* on a semigroup S by the rule that if 
a, b are elements of S, then a$*b if and only if J*(a) = J*(b). A semigroup 
is $*-simple if it is a single f*-class. 
It follows from the definition of a *-ideal that a/*6 if and only if 
a~J*(b) and b EJ*(u). The next lemma gives a useful characterisation of 
the relation b E J*(a). 
LEMMA 5.2 [F]. Let a be an element of a semigroup S. Then b E J*(a) 
if and only if there are elements a,, a,, . . . . a, E S, x1, . . . . x, y,, . . . . , y, E S’ 
such that a = a,, b = a,, and (a,, xiai- 1 yi) E 9* for i = 1, . . . . n. 
Note that in our final result there is no restriction that Q be a regular 
Jt?-semigroup. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let S be a stratified left order in a semigroup Q. Then 
Q is bisimple (simple) ifund only ifs is 9*-simple ($*-simple). 
ProoJ: We remind the reader that as S is a straight left order in Q, 
S has non-empty intersection with every X-class of Q. As remarked 
earlier in this section, it is then straightforward to show that 
9;=9;~ag=agoLz;. For if a, b E S and uY* oW*b in S, then 
u9*&?*b for some CE S and so as S is stratified in Q, ugQb. But this 
means there is some q E Q with CZB?~~Z~ b and as qXed for some de S we 
obtain &?* 0 Y*b in S. Together with the dual argument this shows that 
9: o 9: = 9: 0 YJ, and consequently, 9: = 9: o 99:. Similar considera- 
tions give that 9.J = 9Q n (S x S). 
Suppose that Q is simple. Then if a, b E S we have that a = q, bq, 
and b = q+q, for some qiE Q’, l<i<4. Let ql=h-‘k, q2=pp1q 
where h, k, p, q E S’, and hWk, pBq in Q’. Then a= h-‘kbp-‘q so 
that aZQkbp-‘qBQkbq and agQ kbq. Thus (a, kbq) E 9: and dually, 
(b, xuy) E 9: for some X, y E S’. From Lemma 5.2 it follows that uy*b in 
S and S is #*-simple. 
If Q is bisimple, then from the equality 9: = 9o n (S x S) it is immediate 
that S is 9*-simple. 
Conversely, we assume that S is j*-simple. Let ql, q2 E Q where q#si, 
si E S, i = 1, 2. We know that s2 E J*(s,) so that by Lemma 5.2 there are 
elements a,, a,, . . . . a, E S, x,, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . y, E S’ such that s, = uo, s2 = a,, 
and (ai, xiui-, yi)69* for i= 1, . . . . n. Thus (ai, xiui- i yi) ~99~ for 
i = 1, . . . . n and we deduce 
Q’s,Q1=Q1anQ1=Q1xnan~,y,Q1~Q’a,~,Q1=Q1x,~,u,-,y,-,Q’ 
c ... ‘Q’u,Q’=Q’s,Q’. 
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Dually one can show that Q1,slQ1 G Q’s,Q’. Hence sl$s2 in Q so that 
q1 jq2 in Q and so Q is simple. 
Finally, suppose that S is 9*-simple. If ql, q2 E Q then qiXnsi for 
elements S,E S, i= 1,2. But S is 9*-simple and it follows that ~~9~s~ so 
that q1gq2 in Q. Thus Q is bisimple. 
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